
James Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com>

#GovernmentSponsoredHate : Test message / introduction of who I am. : 

Martin J. Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com> Sun, Jun 23, 2019 at 1:25 AM
To: "c: medical-voice-for-policy-change" <medical-voice-for-policy-change@googlegroups.com>

 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Click Image to be directed to a comment posted on LinkedIn to the attention of the Health and Human
Services agency of the Federal Government
of the United States of America.
 
---------
 
Subject [ a detailed account of a conspiracy --- the proof is in the details ]:
Google Groups --- Medical Voice For Policy Change - Test message/introduction of who I am. :
#GovernmentSponsoredHate : #ConspiracyExposedTerminatesASAP : #HivUntreatable : Federal Government
Conspiracy Cover-up: A case of complaint of systemic intentional knowing wrongdoing actions of social services
community leadership and provider care.  Proceeding upward into federal administration of intentional missing oversight
to a provable community endangerment thus the intentional causation of what are preventable infections and deaths in
this community disease prevention control catastrophe! 
 
Dear Medical Voice For Policy Change,
I was invited into this Google Group by its Administrator.
 
I have been/continue to hold admin of a Google Group that has medical implications.
 
That would be on the local regional area of Oakland CA. The activity of group
participation never reached more than 1.  
There is a reason for that and since I know that is a part of this address here today, I
mention it.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6546759905267724288?commentUrn=urn%3Ali%3Acomment%3A%28activity%3A6546759905267724288%2C6546975777328549888%29
https://www.google.com/search?q=%23GovernmentSponsoredHate&authuser=1&filter=0&biw=1012&bih=500
https://www.google.com/search?q=%23ConspiracyExposedTerminatesASAP&authuser=1&filter=0&biw=1012&bih=500
https://www.google.com/search?q=%23HivUntreatable&authuser=1&filter=0&biw=1012&bih=500
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/local-hiv-community-oaklandca


 
I am not here to promote a group. I am attempting to relate that I have been active in
this particular medical field of interest in the role of information exchange as it has
intersected to be a personal effect of living conditions in my life.
 
Also, prior to my involvement as being personally directly affected by this particular
disease, I carried electronic news and information on this subject long before there was
a google.com. In fact, it was when networking was dial-up BBSes [ Electronic Bulletin
Board Systems ] and the network traffic was exchanged via Fidonet [ Node 1 ] and
other net names such as Gaynet [ Node 69 ].  
 
I am age 53 and my first job was working for the San Bernardino Public Library and
developed, designed, and coded the computer programming from scratch of the 2nd
Public Library dial-up electronic BBS in the country next to the Chicago Public Library
system.  This project of a BBS was a volunteer project prior to my employment in the
computer lab.
 
San Bernardino Sun Newspaper Article: 
Home Computers Can 'Talk' With Library Page 1  Page 2 : 
 
As I have searched, these pages of the San Bernardino Sun never got archived.
 
I am lost to history unless I go down to the library and rebirth the article by microfiche.
 
However, this PDF I have made available, specially requested, has me in the computer
room back faced with the caption "James Driskill". 
 
It is odd to be a part of missing history this way.  
 
Library Journal: 
Public Access Microcomputer Services in Libraries Nov 1987.
 
Reflecting my Resume, my first job ever and running BBSes at the time was my 
"mission work" of informing the public of truth electronically.  This mission work has
never changed.
 
See home page/index of InTheMindway.org .  I lost the original internet domain
registration date publically of this domain because I am somewhat severely depressed
to a point of almost giving up on life and holding verified truth to all time-human
history.  
 
I also lost another internet domain registration that I held [ alongwalkofbeauty.us :
Click to access journal archive ] that there was no community involvement for interest

http://google.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fidonet
http://googlegroups.medical-voice-for-policy-change.introduction-to-audience.inthemindway.org/resume/jmd_resume.html
http://googlegroups.medical-voice-for-policy-change.introduction-to-audience.realuphuman.net/Item-Proofs/HISTORY-Driskill/SB%20Sun%20-%20Home%20Computers%20can%20'TALK'%20to%20library.jpg
http://googlegroups.medical-voice-for-policy-change.introduction-to-audience.realuphuman.net/Item-Proofs/HISTORY-Driskill/SB%20Sun%20-%20Home%20Computers%20can%20'TALK'%20to%20library%20%5bpg%202%5d.jpg
http://googlegroups.medical-voice-for-policy-change.introduction-to-audience.realuphuman.net/Item-Proofs/HISTORY-Driskill/Public%20Access%20Microcomputer%20Services%20in%20Public%20Libraries.pdf
http://googlegroups.medical-voice-for-policy-change.introduction-to-audience.inthemindway.org/resume/jmd_resume.html
http://googlegroups.medical-voice-for-policy-change.introduction-to-audience.inthemindway.org/
http://alongwalkofus.gruwup.net/


and I was a walker of an audience of 1 [ my mother ] and occasionally by a most
significant friend who was living in Cheyenne Wyoming while I was living in Colorado.  
 
The purpose of this long walk, a goal from Oakland to San Bernardino California has
direct relevance related to the circumstances that have occurred in the medical field /
social service field / public housing field industry that I am writing here and affected
by. 
 
This even though I told who would end up being my very last case manager in
Denver Colorado who was the intake client staff at that agency.  She met with every
single new client to be signed up for provider services by the agency.  
 
I told the client intake person about my plans for this long walk which has a promising
text written to the attorney of the plaintiff and relates to walking home in protest.  The
long walk that I had promised was preliminarily planned and given a starting date of
September 2013 when I was living with my friend, mentioned on page 2 in the Sun
Newspaper Article, when I moved into his apartment.  That was in Aurora Colorado
under the regional area of the social service agency in Denver.  
 
The original date of Sept 3rd, 2013 was planned directly related to information that is
posted within my Google Groups Oakland CA forum:   Times to the right of this ----
hours/mins elapsed since profile creation time. 
 
Number of logins: 7 
Profile created: 9/3/2005 6:37:45 am  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,  Result: 0 hours, 0
minutes and 0 seconds
Most recent login: 9/3/2005 4:17:25 pm ...................................................................  Result: 9 hours, 39
minutes and 40 seconds
Profile last updated: 10/1/2005 8:32:53 pm .............................................................  Result: 28 days, 13
hours, 55 minutes and 8 seconds
 
What does this account profile and login history data represent?
 
It was an account on a site that at this point matters to this subject right now being
discussed by the usage of this meme:
 
[ U=U ] : Undetectable equals untransmittable.
 
and that the site that this account information was placed is no longer active. This
site was forced offline by pressures claiming the site's presence was a danger to the
community when it has now U=U scientifically proves that such claims of irresponsible
behaviors and extreme danger were/are not being done in the community by this
particular attribute of lifestyle and support domain site that was online and attacked for
supporting this lifestyle choice.  

https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=09&d1=3&y1=2005&m2=9&d2=3&y2=2005&h1=6&i1=37&s1=45&h2=6&i2=37&s2=45
https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=09&d1=3&y1=2005&m2=9&d2=3&y2=2005&h1=6&i1=37&s1=45&h2=6&i2=37&s2=45
https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=9&d1=3&y1=2005&m2=9&d2=3&y2=2005&h1=6&i1=37&s1=45&h2=16&i2=17&s2=25
https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=9&d1=3&y1=2005&m2=10&d2=1&y2=2005&h1=6&i1=37&s1=45&h2=20&i2=32&s2=53


 
Actually in reverse, the site had the resource to bring to the community awareness the
understanding that treatment was so crucial to those persons affected by this medical
condition and that regular testing was so imperative for those persons in the
community who were not infected and that this site provided the community profile for
members to match their disclosure of status that would be open to such disclosure. 
This was actually the responsible response of the community for those persons who
choose this lifestyle.  For then, in that year, the community was already proclaiming the
anecdotal evidence that U = U.
 
Even in the television show 
 
ER (TV Series 1994–2009) - IMDb
 
There are episodes in the public entertainment discourse regarding infectious risks and
undetectable status. I would have to watch the series again to find the episode that
references this general community awareness realization.  
 
We have a problem here in reflecting the truth what is a bias against persons who have
their own right of freedoms of adult consent to their risks and behaviors and what
would become apparent what happens when members of the community disclose and
attempt to match up on social media with this status criteria an inclusive part of social
media dating profiles and messaging activity.
 
By being on this particular site, along with what is apparent by violations of privacy by
social services in community monitoring and surveillance factors reported in current day
information datasets, collecting messaging data and interacting on social media in
accounts created for fraudulent intentions with the community places a data collection
and "gossiping" [ be sure to look at the entire Glassdoor record for this agency ]
scheme to be a labeled member of the community onto us as "The Dirty".   
 
Instead of rationalizing these apparent U = U conditions, the social services engaged in
activities that places hate attack activities against community members for this tagged
label and gives other community members outside of social services empowerment to
continue this harassment beyond the direct social services involvement. 
 
This will be very important to understand the damage that actually has occurred at the
hands of the social service agencies, a problem that is showing to be a nationally scope
focus region to region in today's information tracking datasets.  
 
Control Review: Disappointment and Mendacity
  

The board is completely distant from the staff and the clients being served, and act condescending
and unhelpful. You would think if 50% of the staff leave in a few months time, it might be a wake up
call that there are big problems that can't be dismissed as "disgruntled" staff. Since CAP is the only

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0108757/
https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/Employee-Review-Colorado-Health-Network-RVW19297423.htm
http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/
http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/Cascade%20AIDS%20Project%20Reviews%20%20%20Glassdoor.ca.html


game in town for HIV related needs, they have no checks and balances and no accountability when

they injure the community they are claiming they serve. 
 
 There is a big problem when the public adores you and your clients and the community you claim to
serve would rather go without then be at the mercy of a place they distrust and dislike. 

 
Back to history... the year 2005. 
 
The account was created by my first saving a copy profile data of my actively used
profile on what is now called a social dating app.  Then deleting that profile that I had
to sacrifice my contact and history with that site.
 
I took and created a new profile specifically in this manner.   
 
You have to take consideration that at the time of this profile and internet activity,
there were no cyberbullying legal law remedies for acts that were being targeted at me.
I call it gaslighting, mentally abusing me, and attempting to drive me insane by the
activity and communications and hate messages that I was receiving.  
 
This new profile was used to verify something that I did not know what the outcome
would be.  One of the unique features of this site's login information display was that a
user did not need to be logged in to retrieve the status details of any account on that
site.  
 
I created a new profile as I said, mirroring the exact same profile data from the prior
profile including the photos attached.  I took and made sure there was a code script
program to continuously do something automatically.  I did the programming in the
period 9 hours 39 minutes 40 seconds. This was with a program called "CURL.EXE" [
Command Universal Resource Locator ].  
 
So, I created a scripting routine that would automatically HTTP request the page details
of the new profile and store it into a "running log" by timestamp filename. These were
to run 24/7 from the profile creation time until something happened.  I did not know
what would happen.  I had already another communication text, an online post that got
scrambled to random characters.  That could happen. I know it is possible at this point
of the internet.  
 
So at the time, I did this script I knew that I was going to make a marker of this
profile.  The very last login, login #7 for good luck, was to change the password to a
random set of characters typed and placed into the copy/paste clipboard.   
 
Of course, the account email address is issued to me, should I need to change the
password per the "forgot my password", but I could never just login to the site. It
would be impossible to remember a string size of about 30 characters long.  Also, it
would be almost impossible to remotely hack the password from it, in terms of



password size.  Now a day, I do not know what the size limit is to that threshold size
vs. computing power to run through all of the combinations.  The site had already been
given indications of problematic traffic from the outside.  
 
Taken the fact that I changed the password to a set that is not hackable at the time
easily, someone did something out of the login process and hacked the profile on
October 1st,  28 days, 13 hours, 8 seconds after I set this account up.  For in that 28
days, I was taking this account's knowledge and sending it to "specific" channels out to
the public. 
 
In each of these transit channels, I recorded and captured the details to the pathways. 
This activity went on for many weeks after October 1st.  I did not have a "routine" to
check alterations immediately "compare data" --- but I eventually found out the profile
status and that the profile text data was altered to different values, esp. that I lived in
Washington DC. which at this point in time, makes complete sense.  
 
That is the detail to this profile and that my long walk originally was set to start on
September 3rd 2013.
 
Do you think I am crazy?
 
During my stay in Aurora with my friend that was not coincidentally but progressively
involved in my life, he is the long walker that human walked from Texas to Washington
State in alongwalkhome.us. I wanted his advise and help in what would be expected in
a such a long walk attempt from Oakland California to San Bernardino a distance of
over 500 miles routed.
 
So, when I moved from Cheyenne Wyoming to the Denver area, my long walk and it's
planning was given to my client signup intake of this social agency during this first
visit.  I also gave her a letter during this first visit that was issued by a
psychotherapist [ Phd ] as what I call a mental health advocacy letter in 2007 in my
hometown of San Bernardino.  This after my housing in Oakland collapsed [ Note
documentation records in Google Group Link Above, which might be a bit confusing
since I was under an extreme case of mental abuse hate attack ].  
 
In Denver, I also posted about this long walk on the social service agencies Facebook
page and attempted at the time a case manager interface so that I could pass a
message by to the lawyer.
 
This lawyer involved in my eviction case from Oakland in 2006 that was totally a
farce of an unjustified unlawful detainer case and filed under penalty and perjury what
are actual liable defamation statements filed against me were extreme to convince the
court that I was violent and dangerous. I even visited the Oakland field office of the
Federal Bureau Investigation on June 21st, 2006.

http://alongwalkhome.us./


 
Run This Link:  Google Map Walk Directions and the workouts that are related to this long
walk are recorded and still stored within my MapMyWalk account.
 
These workout links include maps.
 
First Workout [ Oakland September 21st 2013 9:00am ]  
Longest Workout:s [ September 27th 2013 14.53 mi ] [ September 28th 2013 19.89
miles ]
 [ October 4th 2013 15.19 miles ] and the entire walk had to be suspended in route due
to conditions not suitable for sole single supported walk from beyond Big Sur. The walk
remains in a status that has never been acknowledged by the community.
 
 
Not only that I carried these newsgroups on the subject of this particular disease, but I
also read the traffic that was being transferred to the general public via this
interconnected dial-up bulletin boards forward onto the internet into this current day.
 
That is my effort to get a community involved in what I saw was apparent internally
happening in the community.  But absolutely no one in community leadership cared to
empower my voice over these matters.  All of this extra effort that I have placed as well
as keeping informed about the disease that affects a community to their deaths.  
 
So, I have had a "medical" interest and "community involvement" interest in this
particular medical field for many many many years. For being that extra effort interface
involved in this medial interest field that personally is affected into my healthcare has
cause serious consequences to my life that is not at my direct fault, but the fault of
others intended to destroy me from hate.
 
Only as of recently have I detached from FightAids@Home [ WorldCommunityGrid.Org
] member name, [ Gruwup.net ] which stands for Great Reasons Us Will Unite Peace. 
The reason for this detachment has nothing to do with an opinion or decision of the
project or the effort, but rather my ability to execute the runtime software on hardware
that currently is intentionally powered off.  This to prevent access to the data from the
outside as I have a great suspicion that the security of that computer is compromised.
 
The Google ID that is being used here is "InTheMindway", an obvious if you can't
already realize it, a memetic phrase ideal.
 
Memetics is not a medical field as such, but the mapping of the mind is.
 
That is where these two interests of mine generate this YouTube Video:
 

The Rebirth Of Standards Of Care : Psychiatry-The Modern Predicament/ 

http://maps.google.com/maps?saddr=7607+International+Boulevard,+Oakland,+CA&daddr=37.3264851,-121.9672301+to:37.2208434,-121.9820308+to:36.6076568,-121.8557601+to:35.3020884,-120.6763395+to:34.4561225,-118.6174865+to:3260+Grande+Vista+San+Bernardino+ca&hl=en&ll=36.066862,-120.06958&spn=4.794858,7.064209&sll=37.220948,-121.981823&sspn=0.009227,0.013797&geocode=FTUjQAIdL5y3-CndpZMM8IWPgDEstc0cfmM2SQ%3BFZWOOQIdgu26-CnlsZOI8sqPgDF7z5Coze-jtg%3BFevxNwIdsrO6-Ck_KvZa_DWOgDGPQMwLLWt_cA%3BFaiWLgId8KC8-ClDWhsu9uSNgDE5BKiKu0P8vA%3BFciqGgIdDaDO-CmvREkvOPDsgDEZEKr1Aw6g8Q%3BFTrCDQIdcgru-CkJ5Tr_UH7CgDHQjD_nZoNxRw%3BFTkaCQId6_kB-Sltw5yYtVPDgDHzxqhGDD319w&dirflg=w&mra=dpe&mrsp=2&sz=16&via=1,2,3,4,5&t=m&z=7
https://www.mapmywalk.com/profile/gruwup/#user_dashboard
https://www.mapmywalk.com/workout/389740619
https://www.mapmywalk.com/workout/395288811
https://www.mapmywalk.com/workout/396091603
https://www.mapmywalk.com/workout/401261419
http://truthvideo.realuphuman.net/TheRebirthOfStandardsOfCarePsychiatry-TheModernPredicament/


Please link to watch the video and read the information on the background of the 
video.

 

The source of this YouTube presentation is:

Psychiatry - The Modern Predicament 

We have not move beyond "Trial and Error treatment" as the article puts it.

 

But in HIV, that is not the case.

My life is being threatened because I know too much about something that I think is 
more common understood of your

peer class. 

 

This is what makes it difficult for me to understand. 

 

If I know too much about HIV/AIDS, can I get a doctor that actually knows less than 
myself?  I don't think so.  

If I know so much about Psychiatry, can I get a doctor that actually knows less than 
myself?  I don't think so.

 

However, if there such an opposite situation that occurs, what happens to the physician 
/ patient relationship?

 

Do you think the patient [ which would be me ] of details, information, consideration, 
opinion, and perhaps 

refusal to accept a doctor's opinion in such a case would be respected? 

 

Or that a discussion would continue to find an agreement like most people in the world 
have in all kinds of interpersonal relationships.

But that true is not my case.

 

http://princetoninnovation.org/magazine/2017/10/27/psychiatry-modern-predicament/


My case is even more complex [ I say less complicated ] than this. Because I also, if 
you look at the link

for the YouTube video mentioned, believe in 100% to 1000% honesty point of view 
truth.  

 

What I know, I know. 

Somethings I may know are not true, for somethings you know are also not true.

I can always be corrected to know what I did not know and to unknow what I thought I 
knew.

Larry King, used to be on CNN as "Larry King Live" but now on HULU as "Larry King 
Now" has

a question and answer session with his guests. 

 

"Name something that you believed was true, but wasn't?

 

Something that I know that most people don't know, but many do, is that there is a 
conspiracy involved in the Ryan White Care Act social services and it infects into doctor 
care of both HIV TREATMENT

and MENTAL HEALTH treatments.  

 

This because not only have I experienced odd behaviors, unprofessionalism, on the 
part of social services that is documented by outside information society data tracking, 
but

the interference of this conspiracy's hidden agenda was captured by the bias behavior 
and attitudes in an approved by medical staff prior session call recording made to my 
mother to confirm 

certain details to my story.  

 

Because, I knew I was being railroaded when I  brought up the subject of "meme and 
memetics"  in the prior session of my request approval to call my mother next session.

 

This was during a mental health session that was integrated into the infectious disease 
department of the University of Colorado Health system in Denver Colorado.



 

When I brought up this topic, the nurse practitioner who was the one prescribing my 
medications, denied knowing the topic of memes and memetics  but the two medical 
students invited into that session confirmed that what 

I was saying was true. During this session as well, I mentioned the brain mapping 
project that was underway.

 

What was apparent in the behavior and attitude and storming off actions of this 
medical provider was a bit of a conflict of interest in what apparently was here actual 
role as being imbedded

in the Infectious Disease Department to be treating me, and [ opinion ] other HIV 
patients involved in that department. 

 

To the level that this conflict of interest has never been removed from my presence, I 
am in the status of being hiv untreatable by at least an HIV SPECIALIST 

who would be impartial to the conflict of interest between honesty and reality.
 

 

----

Stressful Life Events and Adherence in HIV - NCBI - NIH 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2567910/
by J Leserman -  2008 -  Cited by 117 -  Related articles
Persons who report more stressful events may have more chaotic lifestyles that may .... among HIV-
infected injecting drug users: the impact of social instability. 

What hard times & stress do for your HIV health - San Francisco AIDS ... 
https://www.sfaf.org › BETA Blog
Jan 7, 2016 - Researchers explain how trauma can influence health—and what people with HIV can do about it.

Barriers and facilitators to patient retention in HIV care | BMC ... 
https://bmcinfectdis.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12879-015-0990-0
by BR Yehia -  2015 -  Cited by 85 -  Related articles
Jun 28, 2015 - Retention in HIV care improves survival and reduces the risk of HIV transmission to others.
Multiple quantitative studies have described ...
 

The Impact of Poverty, Food Insecurity, and Poor Nutrition on Health ... 
frac.org/wp.../hunger-health-impact-poverty-food-insecurity-health-well-being.pdfDec 6, 2017
- health.42, 43, 44 Under prolonged stress, stress hormone .... HIV.166, 167 Food insecurityalso can

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2567910/
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?authuser=1&um=1&ie=UTF-8&lr&cites=11471764562779545203
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?authuser=1&um=1&ie=UTF-8&lr&q=related:c55j_xblM580GM:scholar.google.com/
https://www.sfaf.org/collections/beta/what-hard-times-stress-do-for-your-hiv-health/
https://bmcinfectdis.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12879-015-0990-0
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?authuser=1&um=1&ie=UTF-8&lr&cites=2349466125096297355
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?authuser=1&um=1&ie=UTF-8&lr&q=related:i6MtJv76miDDXM:scholar.google.com/
http://frac.org/wp-content/uploads/hunger-health-impact-poverty-food-insecurity-health-well-being.pdf


complicate and compound the health challenges ... challenging cultural changes (e.g., more
sedentary lifestyles, increased ...
 
 
---

 
 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

127,980 followers
14h

 
Register now for “Symptom Science Center: A Resource for Precision Health.” The 6/27 symposium 
marks the launch of the NINR-led Symptom Science Center, a trans-NIH resource for the scientific 

community: https://lnkd.in/djqGTwi 
 

 

 

------
 S

James Driskill  

You

Owner, realuphuman.net

#9Scourges12Steps : 
#ConspiracyExposedTerminatesASAP : 
#GovernmentSponsoredHate : 
#HivUntreatable : [ Community Endangerment - Those Forced Out Of Treatment By Hate, right of 
"denial of care" in healthcare medical services will cause extreme increase rates of HIV by causing 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/4651/?miniCompanyUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_miniCompany%3A4651
https://lnkd.in/djqGTwi
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/#
https://www.linkedin.com/in/realuphuman/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/realuphuman/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%239Scourges12Steps
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%23ConspiracyExposedTerminatesASAP
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%23GovernmentSponsoredHate
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%23HivUntreatable


2s 

the community infectious ratio rate to drastically rise --- because people will be forced off medication 
by the medical care system and left to die --- the message being received by the patient b 
 
"Go Fuck Of And Die" ---- 
#TRUTH!   TOTALLY IRRESPONSIBLE SCIENTIFICALLY PROVABLE WRONGDOING POLICY CHANGES 
ARE AN DANGER TO COMMUNITY INFECTION DISEASE CONTROL PREVENTION ---- HOW CAN YOU 

PEOPLE ALL SLEEP AT NIGHT? 
 
 

James Driskill  

You

Owner, realuphuman.net
 
Stressful Life Events and Adherence in HIV - NCBI - NIH 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2567910/ 
by J Leserman -  2008 -  Cited by 117 
 
I have been unjustly terminated from HIV Treatment for asking my HIV doctor to review and discuss 
this Google Review for Foothill Aids Project in my hometown of San Bernardino and retrieve a twitter 
thread written to CDC HIV Director Dr. Mermin. The doctor refused and excuse himself by saying he 
would not have time. The doctor would not access the twitter thread discussion items even though 
client healthcare organization that this doctor works for has a Twitter account [ Borrego Health ]  
WTF?   
 
I AM STRESSING BIG TIME! 
 
Aaron Jacobson 
Local Guide · 1 review 
a year ago- 
This agency is FRAUDULANT in its services and practices when it comes to serving the HIV 
population and utilizing Ryan White Funding. My recommendation for any HIV client interested in 
signing with them is to run as far and as fast as you can...they treat HIV consumers with contempt 
and umprofessionlism. 
 
Details: 
http://doctor-eric-tomoni-shigeno.fuckeduphuman.net/vitals.com-reviews/ 
 
Have the doctor return my care properly per his fiduciary responsibilities to repair doctor/patient 
relationships!!!!  
MALPRACTICE

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%23TRUTH
https://www.linkedin.com/in/realuphuman/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/realuphuman/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2567910/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3822335/
http://doctor-eric-tomoni-shigeno.fuckeduphuman.net/vitals.com-reviews/

